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Dear Postulants and Professed members, 

Although one could confidently say that many Catholics do not read the Gospels as much as they 

ought, there is nevertheless one Gospel passage to which they are exposed on a regular basis. For 

those of you who are able to attend Mass on a daily basis (the ideal for 3rd Order members) or at 
least more often than the obligatory Sunday, then you encounter it even more frequently. 

I am referring to the ‘Last Gospel’, read by the priest (preferably prayed by him!) at the very end of 

Mass. It is composed of the first 14 verses of the 4th Gospel, that of St John, the only apostle of the 
twelve to have been at the Cross on Good Friday. 

Since we have heard the Last Gospel so many times, it might to helpful to give a brief commentary 

on it, spread over a few letters. I am confident that many of you often follow along with the English 
translation in your daily Missals, so the words should be somewhat familiar already. 

St John’s Gospel was written originally in Greek in the latter part of the 1st century, and the priest at 

Mass uses the Latin translation of St Jerome made in the 400’s. 

“In the beginning was the Word: and the Word was with God: and the Word was God. The same was 

in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him: and without Him was made nothing that 
was made.” 

The book of Genesis had started with these very same words “In the beginning…” Why does St John 

use them again here? Because whereas Genesis recounts the 1st Creation of all things, John wants to 

tell us about the 2nd Creation, the re-Creation of all things. Since that first Creation there is now 

something far worse in the world than a merely material “darkness over the face of the deep” 

needing God’s word to form and adorn it. There is now the darkness of sin, and God will now need to 
speak His Word in a far deeper way to expel it. 

The Word of God, the 2nd Person of the Adorable Trinity, always was. There has never been an event 

which preceded Him, whether in time or significance. In fact, this Word of God is the source of all 

significance. This is why John can tell us that He designed and made absolutely everything. Whatever 

thing ever began to be, be it Lucifer1 himself or a lowly limpet on a rock, was fashioned and made by 
this Divine Word, this ‘Significance’. 

Can each of us say that Our Lord, the Word of God, is “in the beginning” of all our thoughts and 

endeavours? In fact, the original Greek could be translated as ‘at the forefront’ or ‘at the first’. Do we 

ensure that Jesus Christ is at the forefront of all we think and say? When we get up in the morning, 

when faced with a terrible trial, are His claims ‘at the first’ in our mind? Is it not consoling to think 

that because He has always existed nothing ever surprises Him! He has been preparing from all 

eternity to assist us even in what seem to us to be sudden, be utterly insoluble problems and 
heartaches. 

 

                                                           
1 Our Lord of  course is not the source of  Lucifer’s subsequent evil. The fact that Satan chose to use God’s magnificent gift of  free 
will for perversity and rebellion is from Lucifer alone. 



“In Him was life: and the life was the light of men. And the light shines in darkness: and the 

darkness did not comprehend it.” 

The account of Creation in Genesis is all about the beginnings of life. Of course God started with non-

living things like sky and water, but it is the living creatures which are the culmination of His 

Creation, like the birds, fish, cattle, and finally man himself. But to begin this whole creative process 

God first said “Let there be light”. Now the smallest knowledge of biology2 reveals that 

photosynthesis3, an essential process for the most prolific form of life on earth, plants, requires light. 

So even on the natural level, light and life are bound up together. Without the light of the sun, no life 

on earth is possible. 

The Word, Our Lord Jesus Christ, is both life and light. He is a living light, a living sun. Moreover, His 

life is so abundant and perfect that His whole being and behaviour was like a piercing white light 

which showed people up for what they really were. All of us are “darkness” in our sins. But St John, 

in saying “the darkness did not comprehend it”, is referring to a particularly black and adamant form 
of darkness here. What exactly? 

Those familiar with St John’s Gospel know that a common theme that keeps coming up is the diabolic 

refusal on the part of Scribes and Pharisees (think ‘priests’ and ‘bishops’) to accept the light and life 

of Christ. Chapter 9 is the best example of this, where Christ’s clear and instantaneous cure of a man 

born blind has them frothing at the mouth in rage and unreason instead of falling at the feet of Our 

Lord in adoration. Why? Because the abundant light and life of Christ was shining on and showing up 

their horribly diseased souls, and they would do anything to avert it or even destroy it. Actually the 

best commentary on this is St John Himself, giving us Christ’s words to Nicodemus in Chapter 3 of 

his Gospel: “The light has come into the world and men loved darkness rather than the light: for 

their works were evil. For every one that does evil hates the light and comes not to the light, that his 

works may not be reproved. But he that does the truth comes to the light, that his works may be 

made manifest: because they are done in God.” 

A helpful meditation on this might be to consider all the living things around us, and the fact that the 

only reason they are alive is because the Word, Our Lord, is alive. Without His life “In the beginning”, 

all these things would die, including ourselves. Then you might perhaps consider life on the spiritual 

level of sanctifying grace. A similar meditation could be done concerning light, again first on the 
material plane and then the spiritual. 

Another thing to meditate upon from these words is what people say to you or about you that hurt. 

Although we might not like to admit it, their stinging comments are often “light” shining in our 

“darkness”. Will we, like the Pharisees, choose to “not comprehend” that light, by adamantly refusing 
to acknowledge that we have a problem and we need to change? 

May we all more generously welcome the light and life of Christ during this New Year. 

In the Sacred Heart of Jesus, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 

 

Fr Jordie Stephens, Spiritual Director of the Third Order of SSPX for Australia 

                                                           
2 Actually, the original Greek used by St John above for the “Word” is logos, providing the ‘–logy’ of  ‘biology’, literally ‘the 
explanation or significance of  life (bios)’. 
3 Even the ‘photo-‘ in ‘photosynthesis’ contains precisely the original Greek word used by St John here for ‘light’, photos. 


